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Cryptocurrency is a digital payment system that doesn't rely on banks to
verify transactions. It’s a peer-to-peer system that can enable anyone
anywhere to send and receive payments. Instead of being physical money
carried around and exchanged in the real world, cryptocurrency payments
exist purely as digital entries to an online database describing specific
transactions. When you transfer cryptocurrency funds, the transactions
are recorded in a public ledger. Cryptocurrency is stored in digital wallets.
Cryptocurrency received its name because it uses encryption to verify
transactions. This means advanced coding is involved in storing and
transmitting cryptocurrency data between wallets and to public ledgers.
The aim of encryption is to provide security and safety.
The first cryptocurrency was Bitcoin, which was founded in 2009 and
remains the best known today. Much of the interest in cryptocurrencies is
to trade for profit, with speculators at times driving prices skyward.

What is cryptocurrency?

https://www.kaspersky.com/resource-center/definitions/encryption
https://www.kaspersky.com/resource-center/definitions/what-is-bitcoin


Business runs on information. The faster information is received and the
more accurate it is, the better. Blockchain is ideal for delivering that
information because it provides immediate, shared, and observable
information that is stored on an immutable ledger that only permissioned
network members can access. A blockchain network can track orders,
payments, accounts, production and much more. And because members
share a single view of the truth, you can see all details of a transaction end to
end, giving you greater confidence, and new efficiencies and opportunities.

What is blockchain?

Blockchain is a shared, immutable ledger that facilitates the process of

recording transactions and tracking assets in a business network. 



What Is Ai present & future

Undoubtedly, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a revolutionary field of computer science,
which is ready to become the main component of various emerging technologies
like big data, robotics, and IoT. It will continue to act as a technological innovator in
the coming years. In just a few years, AI has become a reality from fantasy.
Machines that help humans with intelligence are not just in sci-fi movies but also in
the real world. At this time, we live in a world of Artificial Intelligence that was just a
story though for some years.

Before going deep dive into AI in future, first, let's understand what is Artificial
Intelligence and at what stage it is at present. We can define AI as, "It is the ability
of machines or computer-controlled robot to perform task that are associated
with intelligence." So, AI is computer science, which aims to develop intelligent
machines that can mimic human behaviour.



PixelAi Global Technology is  A UK base international company.

Who has his own big technology team world wide,

Ai Base Projects ,Blochchain Developments ,Toknaizetion,

Smart contract, web 3,

Metaverse, gamify etc.

Does development work.

Who has now developed his own ecosystem and created PixelAi Coin

PIXELAI EXPLORE
THE AI WORLD

PIXELAI EXPLORE
THE AI WORLD



PixelAi Coin Tokonomics

23.81%  AirDrop
Claiming 

5% Teach
Team &
Founder 

2.2%
Marke ting 

68.99% Utilitys
Pixel Gamify

etc

Total supply  :- 2.1 million  

Tokonomics 

Only 10k AirDrop

address Claiming

AirDrop Claiming program - 23.81% 

Teach team & founder - 5% 

Marketing - 2.2% 

PixelAiCoin Utility’s - 68.99%



BNB

Free

200 M.

0.002$

600$

 BNB vs WIF vs PXAI
Compair PixelAi Coin and Other Crypto Currency 

WIF

Task

998.92M

0.06$

3.12$

Name

Airdrops

T.Supply

Price

All Time High

PXAi

Free

2.1 Million

1$

Bullrun



PixelAi Explore The Ai World & Decentralizetion

Pixelai Gamify

Pixelai Education academy

PixelAi NFT

PixelAi Domain Service like 

Pixelai Metal card

PixelAi tokenization

PixelAi Coin Utilitys 



Coin Market Cap Coingeko Listing Exchanges 

Binance LBank Gate.io, Bybit

Listing Explorer & Exchanges

Lounching price 2$ 



Artificial Intelligence (AI) Project
With More Potential Than
Cryptocurrency on Current Bull Run!

Allen. project

A bull market, or bull run, is defined as a period of time where the majority of investors are buying, demand
outweighs supply, market confidence is at a high, and prices are rising. If, in a given market, you see prices
quickly trending upwards, this could be a sign that the majority of investors are becoming optimistic or
“bullish” about the price increasing further, and may mean that you’re looking at the start of a bull market.
Investors who believe that prices will increase over time are known as “bulls.” As investor confidence rises,
a positive feedback loop emerges, which tends to draw in further investment, causing prices to continue to
rise. 
Because the price of a given cryptocurrency is substantially influenced by public confidence in that asset,
a strategy some investors use is to try to determine investors’ optimism in a  given market (a measure
known as “market sentiment”).

Explain Bull Run

PixelAi coin target this bull run 200$



Biggest Airdrop in Crypto World 

 Claiming Address 

only
10,000 



How to Claim this Airdrop  how to get PixelAi coin? 

Trust Wallet Metamask

U have 



AirDrop claiming  
Amount 50$you get 50 PXAi Coin

100% Distribution



Get to know us
Congratulations Now You R
holder PixelAi coin & Get
Benifit This PixelAi Global Pool

This capability allows them to uncover trends,
correlations, and anomalies that might elude
human traders, providing a competitive edge.
Furthermore, AI's ability to provide real-time
insights is invaluable in the fast-paced world of
cryptocurrency trading.

WELLCOME TO PIXELAI GLOBAL POOL



Benefits Of Global Pool

Referral - $25

Global Pool - $10

Global Leg - $14

Royalty - $1



Direct Referral Benefits



Global Pool - $10
Income

$ 2

$ 4

$ 8

$ 16

$ 32

$ 64

$ 128

$ 256

$ 512

$ 1024

Pool List

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Sl No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Total $2046 income

Left 
$10 

Right 
$10 

You

Turnover - $20
Income - $2
Upgrade - $18



Direct

1

2

3

4

5

Team

10

100

1000

10,000

1 Lac

Income

0.10 x 500 = $ 50

0.5 x 500 = $ 250

1 x 500 = $ 500

10 x 500 = $ 5,000

100 x 500 = $ 50,000

Global Leg - $14
Sl No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Total $55800 income



Royalty Pool - $1
Anyone who directs 15 within

7 days date of joining date will
get $5 to $50 weekly.



Minimum withdrawal 10$ multiple Of 

No caping No Limit No Topup 

No Withdrawal Charge 

No hidden Condition 

You Can Withdrawal Multiple Of 10$ 20$ 50$ 100$

Compulsory to direct you to get income from global leg

PixelAi Coin Claim & Get your Wallate 🤩

system term & condition



OPPORTUNITY

Only claim 10k wallate address

After 10k claiming PixelAi Coin

listing within A month Price 2$ 



Connect with us.

www.pixelglobalai.com

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx


